Abstract-Modern power grids are becoming more prone to cyberattacks. Even worse, an attacker without the full topology and parameter information of a power grid can still execute a false data injection attack without being detected by the state estimator. This paper proposes an efficient strategy for determining the optimal attacking region that requires reduced network information. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified through extensive simulations. This paper introduces a new front in the study of smart grid cyber security: determination of a feasible attacking region by obtaining less network information. This paper is also essential and significant for finding effective protection strategies against false data injection attacks based on the deep understanding of the mechanisms and strategies of the attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE SMART evolution of traditional power systems highly relies on communication networks and information technology, which raise a great concern about cyber security of the smart grid. State estimation is being subject to the threat of bad data. The impact of bad data on state estimation was studied early by Merrill and Schweppe [1] in the 1970s. Recently, Liu et al. [2] demonstrated that an attacker can compromise the state estimation by injecting the predesigned false data into meters without being detected if the full topology and parameter information of a power gird is assumed to be known. Based on the corrupted data, the control center may make wrong decisions that lead to economic loss or insecure operations.
False data injection attack has attracted intensive research interest. Kosut et al. [3] proposed a heuristic algorithm to determine the worst attacking strategy, which made a trade-off between the probability of being detected and damaging effects to the state estimation. Xie et al. [4] showed that the locational marginal prices can be manipulated by injecting false data. Kim and Tong [5] proposed a state-preserving model for a single line attack. The authors showed that an attacker can mask the topology of a power grid without being detected by injecting false power at the terminal buses of a line.
Yuan et al. [6] considered the physical characteristics of power systems and transformed the general false data injection attacks into a load redistribution (LR) attacking model. A bi-level mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model was built to determine the worst attacking strategy that would maximize the operation cost. Recently, a delayed LR attacking model which considered the delay effect after outages had been proposed in [7] . More researches about false data injection attacks can be found in [8] - [12] .
In [2] - [12] , an attacker must know the full network topology and parameter information of the entire power grid. In reality, such sensitive and important information is usually strongly guarded in the control center. It is very difficult for an attacker to get access to these information. However, an attacker can obtain the parameters of lines by nonintrusive methods. In other word, we can take the corresponding measurements to calculate line parameters. For example, an attacker can take the bus voltage and line current to compute the resistance of the line. In general, the more network information that must to be known, the more cost and efforts an attacker should pay. In the context of limited resources, an attacker aims to obtain less necessary network information to launch a successful attack.
It is very difficult or impossible for an attacker to have that knowledge due to limited resources. Unfortunately, an attacker with incomplete network information of a power grid can still launch a successful false data injection attack without being detected. Ashfaqur-Rahman and Mohsenian-Rad [13] made the first attempt to model false data injection attacks with incomplete information, by injecting false data making all the state variables in two subnetworks divided by a cut change the same. Similarly, Giani et al. [14] defined an observable island and proposed an unobservable attack in which all the buses in the same observable island share the same change of state under the attack. The buses in different observable islands may have different phase angles. However, it should be noted that the models in [13] and [14] share two disadvantages.
1) The attacking region is limited in the cut, so the selection of the attacking region is not flexible. 2) No feasible attacking vector can be constructed if there are zero-injection boundary buses in the cut. To overcome the disadvantages in [13] and [14] , we proposed a more general and effective false data injection model [15] based on incomplete network information: local LR attacks. In our model, an attacker only needs to obtain the topology and parameter information of the local attacking region to design the false data which can avoid being detected by the state estimator, without knowing any network information of the nonattacking region. This is done by making sure that the variations of phase angles of all boundary buses connected to the same island of the nonattacking region are the same. We also showed that there always exists a nonzero attacking vector as long as the number of nonload buses in the attacking region is no greater than the number of nonboundary buses in the attacking region minus one. The local LR attacking model reveals the vulnerability of power grids to false data injection attack since an attacker with weak capacity can launch a successful local attack.
In this paper, we continue [15] to investigate the local attacking mechanisms. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
1) We study the topological characteristics of an attacking region and summarize them into three observations. All the observations are translated into linear constraints, making it possible to determine the local attacking region based on MILP method. 2) To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to consider the practical issue that an attacker can only obtain the parameter information of a limited number of lines and thus introduce a new front in the study of smart grid cyber security: the determination of a feasible attacking region by obtaining less network information. This paper relaxes the very strong yet unrealistic assumption in previous studies that the attacker must obtain the full network information of the entire power grid. That assumption has made the study on attacking mechanisms impractical. 3) We show that if a bus is LR-attackable in an attacking region with all line reactances set to an arbitrary value, it is highly likely that the bus is still LR-attackable and effectively LR-attackable if all line reactances in the attacking region are set to their true values. This observation is of great help to determine a feasible attacking region by obtaining less line parameter information. 4) We propose a simple yet effective strategy to determine the optimal attacking region that requires the minimum network parameter information. 5) This paper lays the foundation for developing effective protection strategies and detection approaches by deeply investigating the local attacking mechanisms of an attacker. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the scheme of local LR attacks. Section III analyzes the topological characteristics of an attacking region and proposes a strategy to determine the optimal attacking region. Section IV demonstrates the proposed model with various testing systems. Section V concludes this paper.
II. LOCAL LR ATTACKING MODEL
In state estimation based on dc power flow, the measurement vector z refers to bus power injections and line power flows, and the state vector x refers to bus phase angles. The estimated state vectorx can be obtained by the least square method
In (1), H is the Jacobian matrix and can be constructed according to the topology and line reactances of a power grid.
The residue r is
where H x are the estimated values of measurements. The residue r is represented by the two-norm of the error between the real measurements and the estimates. In the traditional bad data detection, if the residue is less than a given threshold value, the estimated state x is acceptable. Otherwise, there exist bad data among the measurements. From (2), we can see that if the false data injection vector z and the state variation vector c satisfy (3), the residue r will not increase, and, accordingly, false data injection attacks on measurements can bypass the traditional bad data detection [2] z = H c.
When (3) is satisfied, z will never increase the residue r. In this paper, we only consider the case in which the injected false data will not increase the original r. That is, (3) is strictly satisfied and the injected false data follows Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL) and Kirchhoff's Voltage Law (KVL).
Equation (3) indicates that if the injected false data obey the physical laws (KCL and KVL) of power systems, these data can pass the traditional residual test. In [15] , we showed that (3) can be equivalently transformed
Yuan et al. [6] made the assumptions that generator output measurements cannot be attacked, i.e., G = 0, and load measurements D can be attacked within certain ranges. Then, the false data injection attack is transformed into a LR attack [6] . That is, the attacker aims to modify the bus load measurements by injecting a false data vector D, while keeping the sum of all injected false data zero. Any false data injection vector
T that satisfies (4) can pass the residual test. In [15] , we divided the buses of a power grid into three types: nonboundary buses in the attacking region A, boundary buses in the attacking region A, and buses in the nonattacking region N, and proved that the power flows in the nonattacking region will not change if additional power injection into the attacking region makes the phase angles of all boundary buses in the attacking region connected to the same nonattacking region increase or decrease by the same amount. 
Equations (5) and (6) indicate that the injected false data obey KCL and KVL. Equation (7) ensures that load measurements can be attacked within certain ranges. Equation (8) ensures that boundary buses in the attacking region must have the same phase angle. Boundary buses in the attacking region connected to different islands do not have to have the same incremental phase angle. In fact, they may have different incremental phase angles [15] . In the local attacking model, all the information that the attacker must know is the full network information of the attacking region, rather than that of the entire network.
In the local LR attacking model (5)- (8), an attacker needs to obtain the following three types of information to achieve an effective attack: 1) network topology, i.e., the connection information among buses in a power grid; 2) network parameter, i.e., line reactances under dc power flow network model; 3) load level, i.e., amount of load at each load bus. Of the three types of information, it is much more difficult to obtain the network parameter information of a grid. This is because the reactance of a line is usually stored and strongly guarded in the control center and not transmitted outside of the control center. In addition, the reactance of a line is influenced by a set of factors, and thus is hard to be determined. Thus, considering the difficulty of obtaining the network parameter information, the focus of this paper is to minimize the required network parameter information and reduce the required topology and load level information for determining a small attacking region.
III. OPTIMAL ATTACKING REGION
The goal of an attacker is to determine an attacking region that requires the minimum amount of network information. However, it is a challenging issue for a practical-size network. Reference [15] lays the theoretical foundation on cyberattacks with only local information and provides clues to identify a small attacking region. We assume that all line flows are measured in both directions. In this section, we present a strategy to determine the optimal attacking region for one load bus built upon the local LR attack theory in [15] . For the convenience of discussion, we first define several terms. We then study the topological characteristics of an attacking region, followed by detailed steps for determining the optimal attacking region.
Definition 1 (LR-Attackable and nonLR-Attackable):
A measurement is LR-attackable if its reading can be changed according to (5)- (8) . A measurement is nonLR-attackable if its reading cannot be changed to satisfy (5)- (8) . A network element (bus or line) is LR-attackable if its measurement can be LR-attackable. A network element is nonLR-attackable if its measurement is nonLR-attackable.
Note that, in LR attack, nonload buses (generator buses and zero-injection buses) are nonLR-attackable, and load buses and lines could be LR-attackable or nonLR-attackable.
Definition 2 (Effectively LR-Attackable):
A network element is effectively LR-attackable if it is LR-attackable and the attacking amount exceeds a given threshold value.
Reference [6] stated that if the attacking amount at a bus is too large, the attack could be detected by the state estimator with a high probability. This is because the control center usually has preknowledge and experiences of the load distribution at buses. In this paper, we assume that the maximum error of load forecast could reach 10%-15% and, without loss of generality, the maximum allowable attacking amount (τ ) of a load bus b is set to 15% of its load value. However, the attacking amount should not be too small either. Otherwise, the impact of the attacks on power systems operation could be insignificant. In this paper, the threshold attacking amount of a load bus b (γ b ) is set to 2.5%-10% of its load value.
Definition 3 (Attacking Region): The attacking region of a load bus is defined as the region that satisfies the following conditions.
1) The load bus is included in the attacking elements.
2) If no line connected to a bus is attacked, then the bus is excluded from the attacking region. All lines connected to the bus are also excluded from the attacking region. 3) If the two terminal buses of a line are included in the attacking region, then this line is also included in the attacking region. 4) If a line is included in the attacking region, then its terminal buses are also included in the attacking region.
Definition 4 (Optimal Attacking Region):
The optimal attacking region of a load bus b is defined as a region that requires the minimum network parameter information, reduced topology and load level information, and the minimum number of measurements to be attacked to achieve an effective attack on bus b.
Based on the above definitions, the optimal attacking region of a load bus b should satisfy the following characteristics.
1) Bus b is in the attacking region and LR-attackable. That is, the measurement at bus b can be changed to satisfy (5)-(8).
2) The attacking amount on load bus b in the attacking region is no smaller than a given threshold (e.g., 10% of its load). This is to ensure that the damaging effect of the attack is significant. 3) The number of lines whose parameter information needs to be obtained is minimized and the required topology and load-level information is reduced. 4) The number of measurements that an attacker must attack in the attacking region is minimized. It should be pointed out that if the attacker has the information of the entire power grid, the global optimality can be achieved. However, as discussed before, in practice it is very hard for an attacker to have the full network information of a power grid. Under the context of incomplete network information, the global optimality cannot be ensured, so we are seeking a suboptimal solution. In this paper, we first determine a feasible attacking region by satisfying 3), and then determine the optimal attacking region in the feasible attacking region.
Definition 5 (Feasible Attacking Region): An attacking region that satisfies the above characteristics 1) and 2) is defined as a feasible attacking region.
Definition 6 (Primary Attacking Region):
The primary attacking region of a load bus b is defined as the region that includes bus b, all its neighboring buses and lines connected to bus b. 
A. Topological Characteristics of Attacking Regions
According to the definition of the attacking region, we can obtain three observations on the topological characteristics.
Observation 1: If bus i is a nonboundary bus in the attacking region, then all its neighboring buses and all lines connected to bus imust be included in the attacking region.
Proof: We prove the observation by contradiction. Suppose that there exists at least one neighboring bus j not included in the attacking region. According to the definition of the attacking region, line i − j is not in the attacking region, so bus i is either a boundary bus in the attacking region or a bus in the nonattacking region, which contradicts the fact that bus i is a nonboundary bus in the attacking region. Similarly, we assume that one line i − j is not included in the attacking region, then at least one terminal bus of the line is not included in the attacking region. If bus i is not in the attacking region, then, we obtain the contradiction. If bus j is in the nonattacking region, then bus i cannot be a nonboundary bus in the attacking region.
Observation 2: Suppose that bus i is a boundary bus in the attacking region. Line i − j is included in the attacking region if bus j is a nonboundary bus or boundary bus in the attacking region.
Proof: The proof is trivial. Since line i − j is included in the attacking region, according to Definition 3, buses i and j are also included in the attacking region as a nonboundary bus or boundary bus.
Observation 3: If bus i is in the nonattacking region, then all lines connected to bus i are excluded from the attacking region.
Proof: The proof is trivial. Since bus i is in the nonattacking region, it is not attacked. So, bus i and all lines connected to bus i are excluded from the attacking region. Observation 3 has been proved.
We use Fig. 1 to illustrate Observations 1-3. The attacking region is circled by the solid rectangle in Fig. 1 .
Observation 1: Bus 1 is a nonboundary bus in the attacking region, so its neighboring buses 3-5 and lines 1-3-1-5 are all included in attacking region. Note that neighboring bus 5 is a boundary bus and nonattackable since it is a zero-injection bus, and neighboring bus 3 is a nonboundary bus and nonattackable since it is a zero-injection bus. Observation 2: Bus 4 is a boundary bus in the attacking region. Lines 4-1 and 4-5 are included in the attacking region since buses 1 and 5 are in the attacking region. Line 4-6 is not included in the attacking region since bus 6 is in the nonattacking region. Observation 3: Bus 6 is in the nonattacking region, so both lines connected to bus 6, i.e., lines 6-4 and 6-7, are excluded from the attacking region. Observations 1-3 summarize the topological characteristics of an attacking region. These observations can be transformed into corresponding logic constraints such that an MILP model can be built to represent the topological characteristics.
Observation 1 can be divided into two parts. Part 1: If bus i is a nonboundary bus in the attacking region, then all its neighboring buses must be included in the attacking region.
Part 2: If bus i is a nonboundary bus in the attacking region, then all the lines connected to bus i must be included in the attacking region.
Part 1 is translated into the following "if-then" condition:
which can be modeled as
Part 2 is translated into the following "if-then" condition: If δ i = 1, then w ij = 1 ∀j ∈ i which can be modeled as
Observation 2 is equivalent to the following "if-then" conditions:
If v i = 1 and δ j + v j = 1, then w ij = 1 ∀j ∈ i If v i = 1 and δ j + v j = 0, then w ij = 0 ∀j ∈ i which can be modeled as
Since bus i cannot be both a nonboundary bus and a boundary bus in the attacking region, for all the buses in a power grid, we have
It should be pointed out constraint (10) can be discarded due to constraint (14) . Observation 3 can be described using the following "if-then" condition: If δ i + v i = 0, then w ij = 0 ∀j ∈ i which can be modeled as
As discussed in Section II, in the local LR attacking model, an attacker does not need to know all the topology and parameters of the entire power grid. In this paper, we design the attacking vector by making all the boundary buses in the attacking regions increase or decrease the same, that is, the nonattacking regions are treated as a connected network whether they are really connected or disconnected. In this case, the attacker does not need to know the topology information of the nonattacking region since it does not need to determine the connectivity of the nonattacking region(s).
The condition that all the boundary buses in the attacking region have the same incremental phase angle, e.g., α, can be modeled as
According to [15, Th. 1] , all the buses in the nonattacking regions also have the same incremental phase angle α. This can be modeled as
B. Strategy to Determine Optimal Attacking Region
Based on the local attacking principle in [15] , we adopt a heuristic algorithm to determine the optimal attacking region for a load bus b. The principle of the entire algorithm is described in Fig. 2 . First, we determine an initial attacking region for bus b and set it as the searching region. To ensure that the attacker only needs to obtain the reactances of the minimum number of lines, the number of lines in the searching region is minimized. Next, we obtain the true reactances of all the lines in the searching region. Then, we calculate the maximum attacking amount Q b . If Q b ≥ γ b , we begin to determine the optimal attacking region in the current searching region; otherwise we need to expand the searching region until the condition Q b ≥ γ b is satisfied. The details of determining the initial attacking region, expanding the searching region, determining the maximum attacking amount, and determining the optimal attacking region are presented in the next sections. The reason that we gradually expand the searching region is to reduce the load and topology information required. In each expansion, an attacker only needs to obtain the load and topology information of all boundary buses in the previous searching region.
C. Determination of Initial Attacking Regions
The determination of an initial attacking region in this paper is based on the following two observations. Observation 4: It is highly likely that if bus b is LRattackable in an attacking region with all the line reactances set to an arbitrary value, then bus b is still LR-attackable if the reactances of all the lines in the attacking region are set to their true values.
Observation 5: It is very likely that if bus b is LRattackable in an attacking region, then bus b can be effectively LR-attackable in the region.
Observations 4 and 5 are made as a result of extensive experiments. In particular, Observation 4 is valid for all the experiments we have performed; Observations 5 is valid for over half of the experiments. According to Observations 4 and 5, if we determine an initial attacking region of bus b by setting the reactances of all lines to an arbitrary value, then there is a high probability that the initial attacking region would be a feasible attacking region. Thus, by doing so, for most load buses we do not need to expand the initial attacking region to make it feasible. For the remaining load buses whose initial attacking regions are not feasible, the initial attacking regions are expanded until they are feasible.
Based on Observation 4 and without loss of generality, we can set the reactance of all the lines in the current searching region to one and calculate the susceptance matrix. Then, according to [15, 
The algorithm for determining the initial attacking region for a load bus b is summarized as follows.
We can see that the proposed algorithm is very simple yet very effective and has the following advantages.
1) The determination of the initial attacking region does not require the true values of line reactance. The required network information is topology and load level information of the searching region.
2) The initial attacking region is very efficient since it is also a feasible attacking region for most load buses.
D. Expansion of the Current Searching Region
The searching region can be expanded by including all the neighboring buses of the boundary buses in the current searching region and the lines connecting the neighboring buses and boundary buses. In this process, the neighboring buses and the lines connecting the neighboring buses and boundary
Algorithm 1 Determination of Initial Attacking Region
Step 1: Obtain the topology and load level information of the primary attacking region. The searching region starts from the primary attacking region of the load bus.
Step 2: Set the reactances of all lines in the searching region to an arbitrary value.
Step 3: Set the incremental phase angles of all boundary buses, which include the buses in the searching region connected to the nonsearching region, to be the same as α.
Step 4: Determine an attacking region by solving
Equations (9)-(19) ∀i ∈ SB , (20)
The objective function in (21) is to minimize the number of lines whose parameters need to be known. Constraint (22) limits the attacking amount at buses. Constraint (23) ensures that all the boundary buses have the same incremental phase angle. Constraint (24) indicates that false data is injected into the measurement at bus b. Constraints (9)-(19) model the topological characteristics of the attacking region. Constraint (20) ensures that the injected false data obey KCL and KVL.
The optimization problem (21) is an MILP problem. If (21) is feasible, we find an initial attacking region, stop. Note that the initial attacking region may have less number of buses and lines than the current searching region. Otherwise, if (21) is infeasible, go to step 5.
Step 5: Expand the current searching region. buses represent the topology information the attacker needs to obtain. In addition, the load-level information of newly added buses is also required. Considering the limited capacity of an attacker, it is reasonable to assume that an attacker can obtain the parameters of at most K lines. Thus, during the expansion of the search region, we need to count the number of lines whose true parameters have been obtained. If it is greater than the given value K, the expansion will be stopped. Note that if the searching region cannot be further expanded and the attacking amount of load bus b has not been satisfied yet, then we can tell that load bus b is not effectively attackable by the attacker with limited attacking capacity.
E. Determination of Maximum Attacking Amount
The maximum attacking amount of load bus b is needed to determine whether the current searching region needs to be expanded. It can be obtained by solving the following linear programming (LP) problem given the true reactances of all lines in the current searching region:
Equations (5)- (8) for the current searching region.
F. Determination of the Optimal Attacking Region
In determining the optimal attacking region, we need to minimize the number of measurements that an attacker needs to attack. We can count the number of attacked measurements using the following models:
If
If F l = 0, then ϕ l = 1 which is equivalent to If ϕ l = 0, then F l = 0 which can be modeled as
The optimal attacking region for a load bus b in the current searching region can be obtained by solving the MILP optimization problem
subject to
Equations ( 
IV. CASE STUDY
In this section, we first use the modified IEEE 14-bus system to illustrate the proposed procedure to find the optimal attacking region of a load bus. We then present our extensive experiments that verify Observations 4 and 5. Lastly, we demonstrate that an attacker only needs to obtain the network information of a small number of lines to launch an effective attack.
A. Illustration of the Proposed Strategy
We test the proposed optimal attacking region model using the IEEE 14-bus system. Bus 1 is changed from a nonattackable bus to a load bus. Loads at some buses are also modified for the purpose of illustrating the concepts in this paper. Line reactances are the same as those in [16] . The system is composed of 14 buses and 20 transmission line. The bus data can be found in the Appendix. We assume that this system is fully measured. That is, we need one meter to measure the injection power for each bus and two meters to measure the power flow passing through each transmission line. Thus, 54 measurements are needed in total. The attacking magnitude for a load bus is limited at τ = ±15% of the actual load. To ensure that the attacks can bring significant damages to power system, the attacking amount at a load bus must be greater than 10% of its load, that is, γ b = 0.1 D b . Considering the limited capacity of an attacker, at most K = 10 lines are allowed in the searching region. We pick load bus 1 and load bus 12 to illustrate the detailed procedure.
1) Case 1: The Attacker Intends to Attack Load Bus 1:
The searching region of bus 1 starts from its primary attacking region, which is composed of buses 1, 2, 5, and lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-5. Buses 2 and 5 are boundary buses between the searching region and the nonsearching region. According to [15, Th. 1] , to guarantee that there are no additional power flows exchanges between these two regions, the following boundary condition must hold:
Obtain the loads of buses 1 and 5 and set the reactances of lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-5 to one, and then solve the optimization problem (21). Since (21) is infeasible and there are 3 lines in the current searching region, which is less than K = 10, we need to expand the current searching region.
The new searching region consists of buses 1, 2, 3, 5 as nonboundary buses, buses 4, 6 as boundary buses, and lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6 whose reactances are set one. The loads of newly added buses 4 and 6 are obtained. According to [15, Th. 1] , in order to make sure there are no power flows in or out of the searching region, the following boundary condition holds for buses 4 and 6, which are the boundary buses in the searching region:
Again, we solve (21), which is feasible now. The solution to (21) determines the initial attacking region, which is composed of buses 1, 2, 3 as nonboundary, buses 4, 5 as boundary buses, and lines 1-2, 1-5, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 3-4, 4-5. Note that the initial attacking region is not the same as the new search region.
Then, in order to calculate the maximum attacking amount of bus 1, we need to obtain the reactances of all lines in the initial attacking region, which is now the current searching region. The maximum attacking amount of bus 1 is determined by solving the following LP: 
Solving the above LP, we get the maximum attacking amount of bus 1
Thus, the current searching region is a feasible attacking region as it satisfies the attacking amount requirement. It can be seen that to determine the feasible searching region, an attacker needs to obtain the parameter information of 7 lines marked in bold in Fig. 3 , instead that of all 20 lines in the entire power grid.
Solving (30), we get the optimal attacking region which is the same as the feasible searching region and the corresponding false injection data at load buses are 
2) Case 2: The Attacker Intends to Attack Load Bus 12:
The primary attacking region of bus 12 consists of buses 6, 12, 13 and lines 6-12, 6-13, 12-13. The following constraint holds for boundary buses 6 and 13 according to [15, Th. 1] :
Obtain the loads of buses 6, 12, 13 and set the reactances of lines 6-12, 6-13, 12-13 to one and solve the optimization problem (21). Since (21) is feasible and there are 3 lines in the current attacking region, which is less than K = 10, we get the initial attacking region, which is the same as the current searching region. We then obtain the true reactances of Thus, the initial attacking region does not satisfy the attacking amount requirement and needs to be expanded. Buses 6 and 13 are boundary buses in the initial attacking region, so we add neighboring buses 5, 11, 14 and lines 5-6, 6-11, 13-14 into the initial attacking region to form the new searching region. According to [15, Th. 1] , the following boundary condition holds for buses 5, 11, 14, which are the boundary buses in the new searching region:
Obtain the true reactances of the newly added lines 5-6, 6-11, 13-14. Solving (21) again, we get the maximum attacking amount of bus 12
The attacking amount of bus 12 is increased and satisfies the condition of Q 12 > γ 12 . Thus, the expanded searching region is feasible. We can see that to determine the feasible searching region, an attacker needs to obtain the network parameter information of 6 lines marked in bold in Fig. 4 , much less than the number of lines (20) in the entire power grid.
Solving (30), we get the optimal attacking region, which is composed of buses 6, 12, 13, 14 and lines 6-12, 6-13, 12-13, 13-14. Note that the optimal attacking region is only a subnetwork of the feasible searching region with bus 5 and lines 5-6, 6-11 being excluded. Accordingly, the false injection data at load buses are 3) Verification of the Effectiveness of the Proposed Strategy: Next, we calculate the post-attack power flows using (36) in [15] and compare it with the original power flows. If power flows in the nonattacking region do not change, the proposed method is verified. Table I lists the power flows before and after attacks. The third column represents the original line power flows before attacks, and the last two columns give the line power flows for cases 1 and 2, respectively. The changed power flows are marked in bold. It can be seen that the power flows in the nonattacking region do not change and there are no additional power flows in or out of the attacking region. Thus, the local attacking scheme is successful and will not be detected by the traditional bad data test procedure.
B. Verification of Observations 4 and 5
Comparing cases 1 and 2, we find that the initial attacking region obtained using Algorithm 1 could be feasible (case 1) or not feasible (case 2). Next, we want to make further investigation and find the percentage of initial attacking regions that are also feasible. The verifying method is straightforward. Table II gives the percentages of feasible initial attacking regions for the IEEE 24-bus system, IEEE 30-bus system, IEEE 39-bus system, IEEE 57-bus system, IEEE 118-bus system, and the Polish 2383-bus system [16] . It can be observed that the initial attacking regions of about 45% or more load buses have an attacking amount exceeding the required amount when γ b = 0.1. As γ b decreases, more initial attacking regions of load buses are feasible, which indicates that for most load buses, an attacker does not need to expand the initial attacking regions by obtaining the true line reactances of extra lines. Thus, the number of lines whose reactances the attacker must know is minimized. Moreover, if the strict requirement on the attacking amount of load buses is relaxed, i.e., γ b > 0, all the initial attacking regions determined by Algorithm 1 are also feasible attacking regions. So, Observations 4 and 5 are verified.
C. Number of Lines to Determine the Optimal Attacking Region
In this section, we investigate the number of lines whose parameter information is needed to determine the optimal attacking region based on the proposed strategy, i.e., the minimum number of lines to launch a successful local false data injection attack without being detected. The average numbers n for different systems are given in Table III . The value in the bracket denotes n as a percentage of the total number of lines. It can be seen that n is much smaller than the total number of lines in a system. Moreover, as the size of a system increases, n remains almost unchanged and accordingly the percentage would decrease. For instance, the value of n falls between 6 and 11 when γ b = 0.1, between 4 and 8 when γ b = 0.05. When γ b > 0, an attacker only needs to obtain the parameters of three lines on the average to attack a load bus. An attacker needs to obtain the parameters of average 20.2% lines to attack a load bus for IEEE 24-bus system when γ b = 0.1. However, for the large-scale Polish system, only the parameters of 0.34% lines are needed. In addition, n decreases when the given threshold value γ b becomes smaller. This is because the attacking amount requirement of a load bus can be satisfied more easily when γ b gets smaller.
V. CONCLUSION
Cyber security has emerged as a critical issue in smart grid development. In this paper, we proposed the optimal attacking region model under the context of local LR attack. We investigated the topological characteristics of an attacking region and build the corresponding MILP model. Based on the understanding of the topological characteristics of the attacking region, we took the first attempt to propose a strategy to determine the optimal attacking region of a single load bus by obtaining less network information.
As the extension of this paper, we will next explore the strategies of determining the optimal attacking region(s) for multiple load buses. The simplest approach is to determine the optimal attacking region for each load bus independently and then combine the optimal attacking regions of all load buses as the final attacking region. However, this may lead to the unnecessary efforts of obtaining the parameters of more lines. Thus, more effective methods need to be explored in the future. Possible directions are to develop better heuristic rules, consider the connectivity of attacking regions, or adopt distributed attacking schemes and so on. Another extension of this paper is to apply the optimal local attacking model, which is currently based on linear dc state estimation, to nonlinear ac state estimation.
Furthermore, it is expected that this paper will motivate more research in investigating the local attacking mechanisms of an attacker. All of these works will be of great help to develop practical and effective protection strategies and detection methods. As discussed in this paper, it is reasonable to assume that the attacker has a limited capability and can obtain partial network information of a power grid. Hence, if a defender could increase the attacking cost by increasing the minimum number of measurements that needs to be attacked and the amount of topology and parameter information that an attacker must obtain to launch an attack, the damaging effects caused by the attacker can be reduced. Based on the above intuition, one potential solution is to identify the optimal protection strategy that increases an attacker's attacking cost as much as possible by protecting the least number of measurements.
APPENDIX
The bus data of the modified 14-bus system are listed in Tables IV and V.   TABLE IV  LOAD BUS DATA   TABLE V  GENERATOR BUS DATA 
